EPV for z/OS

What our
Customers say
“ I learned more
about my
systems in one
hour using EPV
than in one
month looking at
tons of RMF
reports”
“The information
provided by EPV
for z/OS are
exactly those
needed by our
technicians”

Do you have a clear picture of what is
happening on your systems?
Can you quickly identify incidents and
problems in day to day operations ?
Can you forecast and prevent workload
and resource utilization trends threatening
your SLAs?

$

Get Your IT Under Control!
EPV for z/OS is what you need to improve
Service and reduce Costs

“I trust my
technicians but
sometimes I still
like to take a look
at my systems”

EPV for z/OS major beneﬁts

“EPV support is
by far the best
we get from any
of our software
vendors.
They also help us
in performance
issues not
related to their
products”

EPV for z/OS is based on extensive performance and capacity planning
experience & knowledge, which is embedded in the product.

EPV for z/OS is an out-of-the-box solution which helps you control and
optimize hardware, software and applications to reduce costs and
improve service levels.

EPV for z/OS automatically transforms vast amounts of data into easily
accessible information.
EPV for z/OS saves 90% of the time required by technical staﬀ to
identify and correct problems, do reporting and perform capacity
planning studies.
EPV for z/OS increases and develops technical staﬀ’s knowledge about
the newest hardware and software technologies.
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We are not simply a software vendor.
We will always be at your side helping you reach
your business goals.
EPV: people you can trust.
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